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ABSTRACT
Our school is a progressive, project-based, non-profit, K-8 independent day school whose mission is to educate change makers through
innovation, Emotional Intelligence, and leading-edge academics. We hope to share the scope of our Makerspace program and how it
applies to authentic experiences that drive student growth and support a greater maker culture and ethic. Our school is unique in the way it
integrates social and environmental problem-solving to our greater “maker” experiences. We have a large Makerspace facility that is
outfitted with various low and high-tech resources, and we treat it as a space where everyone from a second grader can build a puppet-show
set out of construction lumber to a place where an 8th grader can build complex laser-cut models to prototype an invention for an
independent study project.
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2.

DESCRIPTION

2.1

Description of your setting

Our school is a unique, progressive, K-8 independent day school in the greater San Francisco Bay Area. Our population is 250+ diverse
K-8 students dedicated to creating change through our innovative, constructivist models. Our school’s mission is to educate change makers.
We have a robust SEL program that our school was founded on by SEL pioneers and our community truly walks the talk. Learning in our
school happens through creative, complex projects where students are truly the center of learning and in charge of direction of curriculum.
Our school honors a change maker every year tied to a theme. This year’s change maker is Fred Rogers and the theme is “Noble Goals.”
All work from K-8 is inspired by Fred Rogers and “Noble Goals” in some way. Kindergarteners are exploring the idea of designing a
community with the support of local community members (firemen, librarians, etc.) and 8th graders are exploring the complex task of
communicating with children about how significant their experiences are.
Our Makerspace facility is approximately 10,000 square feet and houses a wide variety of low and high-tech tools. All of the storage and
workspace surfaces are modular, on wheels, and many utilize a french cleat system designed for mobility, growth, and change. A large
portion of our space is open and take advantage of our 30 foot ceilings. We are committed to keeping the space agile for large-vision
projects and project storage. Our maker philosophy is rooted in supporting existing learning as well as drive curriculum, when appropriate.
Our space is not used in a siloed or isolated way. We feel that many maker spaces are focused on “hip” technology and not methodology
and values that support school’s missions. Our goal is for the space to be used all the time, by everyone, for anything.
Picture: Makerspace facility (1/3rd of area)

2.2

Description of the educational experience

The projects and curriculum we’d like to share support the theme of the conference and will hopefully give some perspective and resources
for other educators. Our guiding principle in designing ways to support student learning are explicitly tied to creating authentic experiences
that inspire students to see their educational journeys as significant and “real.” We feel students are often made to feel like their life
experiences are trivial and the vacuum of “school” is something that has an end--at which point you start to do real work. This is counter to
the values of maker culture and we work really hard to counter this by creating experiences that are challenging, real, and involve serious
commitment from all students. We use outside experts and experiences to support the ideas that 1) adults in industry and outside
organizations are invested in the deep learning of today’s students and 2) tying a robust experience with classroom work increases
motivation, buy-in, and inspires students to take their work to the “next level.” We hope to present 3 projects to demonstrate these ideas at
work and that maker education can be integrated into a wide range of topics. Throughout all of these projects, teachers planned activities
that would engage students’ interest, created experiential learning opportunities tied to the content objectives, guided reflections, and
facilitated open work time.
1.

A biomechanics curriculum completed by 7/8 grade students where they analyzed the science of human movement through the
lens of the TV Show, “American Ninja Warrior.” Students consulted with a successful “American Ninja Warrior” athlete who is
an engineer by trade. Students worked remotely with the “Warrior” (pseudonym “Dave”) to learn about his experience and
concrete biomechanics concepts through hands-on lessons and experiences. There was a major SEL tie in where “Dave” focused
on how the greater Warrior community was committed to comradery and support in their professional athletic context. This
underlying principle focused students to approach the problems in their work with empathy and compassion and to ignore the
glitz and glamour of TV and the professional sports experience. Competitive sports can often have an exclusive and intimidating
energy to them, alienating young people who may not have the support systems in place to encourage participation. Dave’s
perspectives on friendship and risk taking as major values in his community inspired students to think about their own athletic
endeavors. Dave spent a lot of time showing students that his training and success was driven by his understanding of how the
human body and physical world behaves. Students used this framing to see their projects and learning as something big and not
just isolated to our school space. The culminating project had students look at the biomechanics concepts they learned about from
a design perspective and create and build life-size “warrior” obstacles for a collaborative course that was on display at our
end-of-trimester “Portfolio Day” in the Makerspace. Dave attended the event and gave students feedback and reinforced the
success and impact their work had on the greater “American Ninja Warrior” community via his sharing. Students were able to
then submit their designs to the actual show (results pending), further supporting their maker efforts as real ways to give and
support others outside of our school. Picture: students working on their life-size American Ninja Warrior obstacles in the
Makerspace.

2.

An ocean science curriculum rooted in bathymetry, ocean geology, and atmospheric science through the lens of big wave surfing
completed by 7/8 students. The focus of the project was to deepen understanding of what the ocean is and does, specific to wave
and weather behaviors by analyzing big wave surf spots from around the world. Students learned about the ocean’s currents,
swells, weather, and seafloor topography to understand on a deep level how waves are formed. All classes began with a deep dive
into the famous big wave surf spot, Mavericks, to frame the trimester. They analyzed surf videos, academic resources (NOAA
etc), and attempted to understand the broader sulf culture and how surfers engage with environmental action and cultural
community action. Students selected a surf site to “deep dive” research in the context of the content they learned and adapted a
non-big wave site with the features of the big wave site to demonstrate understanding of the geological and weather forces at
play. Students created hand-drawn, 2D and 3D computer models, and created a 3D bathymetric map in the Makerspace using

dowels and various electronic design tools. The culminating experience was a day trip to Mavericks, our local big wave surf spot.
Attending the trip was a Marine Biologist and professional surf photographer, as well as a professional big wave surfer. Students
got to see, in person, the surf site that they began their studies on, work with a biologist who also has the experience with
photographing big wave surfing, and interview a professional big wave surfer from the lens of their studies and her experience
with the broader surfing community. Pictures: Students working on their 3D bathymetric models in the Makerspace; Students
working with professional big wave surfer Savannah Shaughnessy at Mavericks beach

3.

A segue from the big wave project to a cross-curricular television show produced in a local non-profit media center/public access
tv studio. (note: this project is currently in progress, but will be completed by the time of conference). All 7/8 students are
participating in the curricular design for a 25 minute self-produced show in the spirit of “Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood” (see
yearly change maker information above). Students will be using content learned from the first half of the trimester to develop
their own children’s show modeled after “Mr. Rogers’ Neighborhood.” Specific to STEAM, they’ll be taking their understanding
of big wave surf sites from Trimester One and applying it to the coastal ecosystems. Their studies will take them on a journey of
understanding from a “neighborhood” perspective, focusing on marine stewardship. The content they create for the STEAM
segment on the TV show will inspire the young viewers to learn about and care for the environmental challenges of these
important ecosystems. Students will design and build all of the set pieces for their segments in the Makerspace in conjunction
with their Visual Arts and Design class, incorporating the art of puppet making. Additionally, an important component to the

STEAM segment is expert interviews and research. Students are learning how to communicate and reach out to experts in their
specific ecosystem’s field, conducting video interviews to serve as a content portion of their scripts. Coupled with the
professional TV show recording, the authentic experience students will engage in will be significant.

3.

CONCLUSION

3.1

Results

To keep this section streamlined, we will address the results as a single element, as all three projects had similar philosophical objectives
and outcomes. The authentic “real world” element to the learning experience increased engagement, buy-in, and intrinsic motivation.
Students reflected on the experiences and demonstrated their understanding regarding how science can impact sports, how big wave surfers
have a deep understanding of the physics of waves to stay alive, and how important it is to commit to the education and service towards our
young friends for the sake of service to the greater social community. As educators, it is extremely rewarding to be able to provide unique,
authentic experiences for our students. We scaffold the environment and as kids are ignited, they take charge of their learning and treat it
like real work. For future iterations of these projects, the main change we would implement is to make these projects more cross-curricular
to help in achieving our goal of creating a maker culture that is broad and all-encompassing. Perhaps one of the greatest community
benefits comes from the end-of-trimester exhibitions of student work where the entire school community gets to engage with all grade
levels about their learning. Students not only practice presentation skills, but the lower school parents get an intimate look at the successes
and failures that older students encounter.

3.2

Broader Value

We hope to inspire educators to look beyond their current context to seek and utilize authentic experiences in every way they can in their
maker education projects. Our experience has taught us that looking beyond grades, the textbook, and really looking at what inspires your
school community can make for seriously lasting impressions. We have a “no holds barred” approach and don’t subscribe to the notion that
finding experts and community members willing to donate their time is “too hard.” At the end of the day, if we aren’t working to create
huge learning events in our students’ lives, we aren’t doing what we should.

3.3

Relevance to Theme

“What role does maker education play in a world with growing social and environmental challenges?”
At Synapse, we’ve been building our maker culture over the last two years. We’ve invested heavily in money and in people to figure out
what our identity is in the space that’s appropriate for our mission to educate change makers. Social and environmental challenges are at
the core of many problems in the world, and we are working hard to show students how their ideas can impact these issues. Students have
dedicated “social innovation” classes where they work on solving social problems with design thinking. In the Synapse Makerspace,
students are constantly working on projects that hit all domains, many of which are dedicated to solving social and environmental
problems.
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